
Commissioners, the Port has received some comments regarding the operating cost at the airport revealed in the DPZ Commissioners, the Port has received some comments regarding the operating cost at the airport revealed in the DPZ 

“no action scenario”. Primarily the questions were regarding the Port’s historical cost, direct staffing cost, the indirect 

cost allocation, and the depreciation cost. These are valid questions, therefore, I would like to go over the Ports cost 

allocation plan, where DPZ’s no-action alternative historical numbers came from and how the Port allocates indirect cost, 

direct staffing cost, and depreciation cost to the Ports various lines of business.

In case you were wondering why CliftonLarsonAllen is listed on this presentation its because I am using information they 

presented to the Commission on July 10, 2012 regarding the Ports Cost Allocation Plan and because they were the 

primary firm who reviewed and verified the Ports Cost Allocation Plan.
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The Port of Kennewick in 2010 started to desire more detailed information than what is required of Ports in Washington State. The Commission’s desire for more detailed 
information was triggered after presentations of the Ports future financial viability showing the operating losses over the years and an increasing operating gap into the future. information was triggered after presentations of the Ports future financial viability showing the operating losses over the years and an increasing operating gap into the future. 
During this process, the Port hired CBRE to help assist the Port in finding ways to make its properties more viable which included the airport.  During this process it was determined 
to be imperative that we capture the full picture of each line of business separately.  In 2010 the Port researched various Cities, Ports, allocation standards, and other agencies’ 
allocation methodologies and plans. Then the Port went out to bid for a firm that could help assist the Port in developing a cost methodology plan, review the cost, and verify the 
numbers. 

These are examples of the Port’s financial statements presented to the Washington State Auditor’s Office for audit (SAO spends about 120 auditing hours, going through the Ports 
detailed supporting documents which tie into the general ledger that rolls up to this report). This format is required of Ports in the State of Washington as per GASB and SAO. As you 
can see one could not view the detail breakout by property or operation.  Ports expenses are categorized  in total by Operating, Maintenance, G&A and depreciation for al lines of 
business. In 2010 the Ports desire for more accurate and detail information BY BUSINESS LINE is what sparked the need for the allocation of cost to each operations and property.

These financials show what the Port looks like on a cash basis vs. accrual basis of accounting. Cash basis of accounting ties directly to your bank (cash deposited and cash spent). In 
cash basis, the capital cost would be expensed as incurred. So if you constructed a building and use cash basis you would expense that entire building the year you paid the 
contractor even though you anticipate future tenant revenue from that building.  Now depreciation is a true expense of an entity. Accrual accounting takes that cash basis number 
and depreciates the huge capital cost over the years to provide a better matching of future tenant revenues with the expense (for example: take a building cost of $1m straight line 
depreciated over 40 years -an entity using accrual accounting would show $25k in depreciation expense each year for 40 years and a cash basis entity would show $1m in expense in 
one year only and the rest of the 39 years would show $0). Using accrual accounting would allow depreciation cost to stay steady, match future anticipated revenues with the 
expense, and would not fluctuate in the extreme nature as in cash basis accounting. 

Why is this all important to know?  I’ll show you the airport example in the next few slides of how cash basis of accounting impacts the financials when using actual capital cost spent 
in the year incurred instead of depreciating that cost over the years. This is why the CPA firms, DPZ & consultants, the Port and others felt it is important to include depreciation cost 
in the final airport numbers. They also felt it was important to add staffing and indirect cost to get a more accurate picture of the operations of the airport as a stand alone entity.  So 
regardless of what method you use (cash or accrual) you HAVE to account for the a capital cost somewhere and somehow. Depreciation is a generally accepted accounting principal 
under FASB and GASB and depreciation cost is required to receive a clean financial statement audit opinion in accrual accounting.
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The DPZ study is the only Port study to evaluate the full and true financial information which included compiling operating costs, staffing costs, indirect costs, and depreciation cost.

This slide shows the direct revenues and direct expenses associated with the airport since 1995. This P&L DOES NOT include direct staffing cost, depreciation, and indirect cost. However, it does give you a 
look at the audited or to be audited numbers that were directly associated with the airport. 

So what is direct staffing cost? It is the cost associated with man hours spent at the airport to keep the airport operating. Vista Field is not an unmanned airport. Nearly all staff at the Port play some roll in 
all lines of business at the Port which include the airport operation. Even if the Port had an FBO like Tuttle Aviation (who had more than one FTE at the airport), the Port still performed the maintenance, 
performed the accounting functions (taking payments, sending out bills, bid law paperwork, grant compliance paperwork, aviation fuel compliance & ongoing reporting, L&I reporting, insurance bidding, 
lease/tenant issues such as insurance/deposit/contract support, DOR reporting, financial reports, and all the paperwork that deals with human resources), oversight staff of policies & procedures and laws & 
regulations regarding the airport [basically whatever work governments hire out (regardless if it is $100 dollars or $1m)---is subject to various bid laws and regulations], staff is needed to plan & assist in any 
future infrastructure development, oversee construction/consultants/contractors,  operating staff such as leasing department, grant writing, and even the Commission is involved at the airport (However, 
Commission cost was not allocated to the airport). 

In this P&L there is no indirect cost allocated to the airport that is associated with the man hours contributed to the airport. What this means is much of the shared cost with other lines of business such as: 
office supplies used for the airport, information technology, records management, computer cost, printer cost, postage cost, advertisement cost, billing cost for tenants, and other cost indirectly associated 
with daily operations of the airport are not included in this P&L. Just as an example: the Port buys bulk office supplies for all Port lines of business, this cost is coded to the General & Administration line item 
that supports all Port operations. If the Airport was its own entity and purchased its own supplies, those costs would then be considered a direct expense of the airport (not shared with any other line of 
business). 

As stated previously, depreciation is a real Port out-of-pocket cost and this cost is not included in this P&L. And since 1995 that capital cost has amounted up to $4.5m. If you go back to when the Port 
acquired the airport in late 1991 the capital cost spent is $5.6m. This cost does not include all of the 2012 capital expenses. These cost are still being compiled and will be final by May 31 2013 which is the 
deadline to send our financials to the State Auditor’s Office for auditing. 

If you include the capitalized cost spent, direct staffing cost, and indirect cost in the P&L you will see a more true picture of the cash outflow of the airport each year. Two exceptions would be that some of 
the depreciation items may have been disposed of and removed from the listing, and the Port received some capital grants ($309k) to help offset some of the cost. Capital grants are coded to contributed 
capital as a non-operating line item and in accordance with GASB. Capital grants are not coded against the cost of the asset. 

A few more things I would like to point out on this slide is there are some expense and revenue increases when you compare to other years. In 2008 we had the FBO lease payout and a some master 
planning cost.  In accordance to the GASB you can not capitalize these costs.  In 2001 there was master planning cost also expensed.  In 2004 the Port purchased the T-Hangars. In 2009 the Port lost their 
non-aviation related tenant TCVCB who paid $17,500 in 2008 for leasing a portion of the FBO building. If you were to take out the revenues paid by the TCVCB, losses prior to 2009 would be even greater than 
shown.
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This is the Port’s audited or to be audited capitalized cost and depreciation since the Port acquired the airport in 1991. This is the Port’s audited or to be audited capitalized cost and depreciation since the Port acquired the airport in 1991. 

This depreciation schedule only shows the capital invested by the Port of Kennewick. It does not include other agencies 

such as the City of Kennewick. Therefore, the original cost of the runway, the FBO building, the cost of the original land, 

any improvements that may have been made by other agencies is not captured in the Ports depreciation expenses. 

Furthermore, the Port acquired the airport for $100k from the City of Kennewick and this cost is not captured in this 

schedule. 

This depreciation schedule is audited in detail by the independent Washington State Auditor’s Office. SAO performs this 

review as part of their financial statement auditing steps and it is an auditing practice to verify the depreciation expense,

the method used, the term used, the cost, when the asset was placed into service as well as the total accumulated 

depreciation over the years. 
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This depreciation schedule goes through January 2012This depreciation schedule goes through January 2012
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If one was to just allocate the actual & the audited or to be audited capitalized cost shown in the previous slide by the year placed into service 
(more like a cash basis entity would), the average loss each year significantly increases from an average of $24k to $278k. This is why accountants 
If one was to just allocate the actual & the audited or to be audited capitalized cost shown in the previous slide by the year placed into service 
(more like a cash basis entity would), the average loss each year significantly increases from an average of $24k to $278k. This is why accountants 
capitalize the cost and depreciate the capitalized cost over the years and hence why depreciation expense is an important figure to include in the 
profit and loss analysis rather than actual capital outlay. Depreciation expense also gives good indication of the future cost that a business should 
be setting aside for replacement of that asset as its useful life deteriorates and will eventually need either repairs or replacement.  However, it 
should be noted that depreciation is at historical cost– which means that an expense in 1991 would not factor in inflation, so an asset today 
would cost more to replace in today’s dollars than it cost in 1991.

Now these are solid, factual numbers that have been audited by the SAO, or are soon to be audited, that come directly from the Port’s general 
ledger and each expense is supported by a voucher/invoice/supporting documents to prove these expenses exist and are valid airport 
expenditures. Keep in mind this sample P&L does not reflect any staffing or indirect cost at the airport.  Which means that even though the Port 
puts significant amount of staff time to the airport there is no staff or indirect cost allocated in this analysis. SO THE COSTS SHOWN HERE ARE 
ACTUALLY UNDER-REPORTED AND TRUE AIRPORT COSTS WOULD BE HIGHER IF EXPENSES RELATED TO STAFFING WERE INCLUDED.  So, in order 
to get a more accurate picture of all the cost associated with each business line, the Port needed to establish a cost allocation methodology for 
allocating cost to include in the profit and loss figures for each line of business. 
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CLIFTON LARSON ALLEN Presented to the Commission on July 10, 2012 the Ports proposed Cost Allocation CLIFTON LARSON ALLEN Presented to the Commission on July 10, 2012 the Ports proposed Cost Allocation 

Methodology plan and described the goals and objectives which are listed here (read bullets).
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On July 10, 2012 CLIFTON LARSON ALLEN described their efforts to confirm the accuracy of the Ports cost methodology, On July 10, 2012 CLIFTON LARSON ALLEN described their efforts to confirm the accuracy of the Ports cost methodology, 

the numbers behind the cost methodology plan, and the calculations used. Their independent analysis performed and 

present to the Commission included:

1. Review the current cost methodology plan; which they deemed consistent with guidance provided in (Federal Office of 

Management & Budget) Circulars A-87 and A-122. 

2. Review the actual allocation made to various operations and recalculate the allocated costs; and found no exceptions.

3. Obtained and reviewed “allocation of expenses” spreadsheet within the “Return on Investment Analysis by Property” 

(ROI), which outlines cost objects, the total costs, and the operations/properties to which those costs are allocated and 

traced costs back to supporting schedules and recalculated costs; and found no inconsistencies.

5.They clearly identified how each cost object was allocated and recalculated those allocations: and found no 

inconsistencies.

6. They obtained and reviewed “Return on Investment Analysis by Property” (ROI); and they found all allocations were 

applied consistently to each property/operation.

7. Matched total expenses on the “Return on Investment Analysis”  to the actual General Ledger & the Budget to Actual 

report; and found no differences.

8. Evaluated each operation individually to ensure reasonableness of costs allocated and consistency of methodology 

applied; and concluded the cost allocation methodology is acceptable and implementation is accurately applied. They 

further concluded the cost allocations are being consistently applied across all operations/properties and in line with 

established cost allocation policies and methodologies.
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One further step was performed to verify the material accuracy of the Port’s cost allocation for the Airport:  data from One further step was performed to verify the material accuracy of the Port’s cost allocation for the Airport:  data from 

FAA, SAO and Washington State Ports was compiled. This included asset size, revenues, expenses, direct staffing cost (if 

any), indirect staffing cost (if any) and depreciation cost.  CliftonLarsonAllen reviewed the Port of Kennewick’s airport 

cost against the compilation of 30 airports across the State of Washington.  Port of Kennewick’s cost allocation to the 

Vista Field airport was deemed accurate and complete.  CliftonLarsonAllen was not the only independent outside agency 

reviewing the Port’s historical numbers and cost allocations for accuracy; Baker & Giles CPA firm, CB Richard Ellis, Anchor 

QEA, DPZ and their expert consultant teams who specialize in airports and financial analysis were also involved.
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This shows some of the airports’ financials obtained for comparison. These are not mine or the Port of Kennewick’s This shows some of the airports’ financials obtained for comparison. These are not mine or the Port of Kennewick’s 

numbers. As previously stated these numbers came from the FAA, Washington State Auditors Office, and Washington 

State Ports. The ones highlighted in purple were further verified by the airports themselves that these numbers are true, 

accurate, and complete. 

As you can see nearly all the airports in the state operate at a loss and many are significant losses. In fact this comparison 

revealed that the more you spend at an airport the higher the loss, except at Seatac which reports a profit. 

Commissioners, what this slide shows is that airports losses are real and can be significant. Like the law of gravity – it 

exists regardless of whether we want to believe it or not.
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Here is some ratio analysis performed from the financial data of the airports listed in the previous slide.  We took the Here is some ratio analysis performed from the financial data of the airports listed in the previous slide.  We took the 

total airports who reported direct staffing and divided the direct staffing cost reported into the total airport expenses 

reported by those airports to come up with a direct staffing ratio cost. What this means is that the Ports report 37% of 

their total airport expenses as direct staffing cost. The Port of Kennewick’s is in line with the Washington State Port 

average. We then took the data from the airports in the previous slide who reported indirect cost and divided that 

indirect cost into the total airport expenses for those Ports. The Ports reported 16% of their total airport cost as indirect

cost. As you can see the Port of Kennewick is well below this average and the Port did NOT over-allocate direct staffing 

cost or indirect cost to the airport.

Now this ratio analysis dud include SeaTac.; however, if we pull SeaTac out of the ratio – the average airport reported 

ratio for Direct Staffing Cost would climb to 41% (The Port of Kennewick is well below this at 37%). If we do the same for 

the indirect cost ratio analysis our comparable airports would climb to 38% (The Port of Kennewick is well below this at 

11%). Again, this shows that the Port’s direct staffing and indirect cost allocated to Vista Field airport is well below the 

average of the comparable Ports in Washington State and is even conservative. 
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So now we get into how the Port allocated cost to the Airport.So now we get into how the Port allocated cost to the Airport.
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These next few slide shows you how the Port came up with the Direct staffing expense.These next few slide shows you how the Port came up with the Direct staffing expense.
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Again, these numbers were reviewed and verified by professional licensed firms such as Clifton Larson Allen CPA firm, Again, these numbers were reviewed and verified by professional licensed firms such as Clifton Larson Allen CPA firm, 

reviewed by Baker & Giles CPA firm, reviewed by Anchor QEA, reviewed by Port staff, and reviewed by DPZ and their 

consultants. The average based on historical cost is factual, audited or to be audited, reviewed and verified numbers 

which come from the Ports general ledger and is comparable with other airports in Washington State.  The Port of 

Kennewick was not responsible for the 2035 Airport P&L; DPZ reviewed Port numbers and was responsible for 

performing their own independent analysis.  However, the Port did ensure that the one-time study cost and Tuttle’s $75k 

cost were not considered in outside services and miscellaneous line items for the 2035 P&L; as these would not be 

anticipated to occur in the future on a regular basis. And to be even more conservative the legal fees were reduced. 

However, it would not be reasonable to assume staffing or indirect cost would go down based on inflation; as an 

employee in 2006 would not make the same in 2012.
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The assumptions for 2035 DPZ no action scenario P&L included the following (refer to slide)The assumptions for 2035 DPZ no action scenario P&L included the following (refer to slide)
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In conclusion (refer to slide)In conclusion (refer to slide)
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